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Problem: Convnets ignore Nyquist sampling theorem 
when downsampling and alias, losing shift-equivariance

Proposal: add antialiasing before downsampling

Expected benefit: increased shift-invariance

Additional benefits:
+ increased accuracy
+ increased stability to perturbations 
+ increased robustness to corruptions

METHOD: ANTIALIASING STRIDED LAYERS

IMPROVED STABILITY + ROBUSTNESS

TOY 1-D EXAMPLE VGG network on CIFAR classification
Circular convolution/shift (no made-up pixels)
Test shift-equivariance of each internal layer

SHIFT-EQUIVARIANCE PER LAYER

IMAGENET SHIFT-INVARIANCE AND ACCURACYSUMMARY
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MaxPool results in large deviations depending on shift

Our MaxBlurPool reduces deviation depending on shift

EXAMPLE INSTABILITIES TO SHIFTS

Reconciling classic antialiasing with common strided layers

ANTIALIASING MAXPOOLING

conv1 pool1
pool2 pool3

Shift-equivariance progressively lost in each downsampling due to aliasing

Consistency: shifts of same image classified the same
Shift-invariance increases, as designed
Accuracy also increases across architectures
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Stability on ImageNet-P
- Data from [Hendrycks & Dietterich ICLR ’19]
- Antialiasing theoretically motivated by shifts, but  
increased stability to other perturbations observed

Robustness on ImageNet-C
- Performance degrades slower when images are 
corrupted, indicating increased robustness
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Code + pretrained models
Antialias your own model!

richzhang.github.io/antialiased-cnns

à Improved accuracy, stability, robustness 
indicate that classic antialiasing has been 
undeservingly overlooked in modern networks
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